Anjana FONAI Scholarship Twelve Month Report. March
2017.
Anjana is 17 years old & is currently completing her final
year of school, year 12, with the support of many FONAI
sponsors. She will complete her studies in June 2017.
I am Anjana. I study in grade 12. I am so proud to hold this
opportunity to be in touch with you (FONAI FAMILY). I am
the luckiest girl who has experienced more different things & is
able to get around large groups of people. I had no idea about how I would spend my years without
my parents’ leadership. Until I was 4, I was a child who was not concerned about food, shelter, &
clothing. I saw my mom & dad when I was 2 & 3 but that wasn't long. My mom died when I was
small & I made my way to Kathmanu with my grandma to the orphanage. When I came to
Kathmandu, I was far from my family's details or information & my grandma only came to meet me
once a year from a great distance. She stopped visiting after a few years.
I then lived in the orphanage with Mother Rajan. She was so strict in her looks that I couldn't share
my opinion & was always frightened. So most of the time I spent my days with my lovely friends at
orphanage. All of boys, girls & small brothers & sisters were an inspiration & always worried about
the mistakes I made, gave suggestions for betterment & helped me in each problem. Sometimes, they
hid my mistakes from the elders & from this we are still in a good brotherhood relations. We never
thought about the downfall of each other. These are really good things to be proud of now we are on
our own way & busy in our own life & study.
FONAI has played a great role in re-unification & has helped us to step forward to good way. When
we are in dilemma, FONAI is always there to give a right decision. FONAI is more concerned with
our interests rather than their efforts to fundraise & help us. We were unknown about those efforts to
make our study possible but now in this time, we have come to realize that you all are so much caring
& loving parents that we see lacking in other people's lives. When we hear feedback from our friends
about their parents’ role we realize FONAI’s effort & your work for our betterment & are never
unsatisfied. After we get you in our life we are leading a comfortable & new life which we used to
dream about, but never thought it would be in our life. This is really amazing that it came as real.
Manju & I, we still talk to each other that it is real.
We were unknown about the information that is running in/outside the country. Wherever, we lose our
confidence there is always a supporting family who inspire us to turnout the failure to success which
will lead to good family relations, I know. I can never forget this support, love, care & affection from
you all. I am glad to be part of family with this collection of good people.
Holding your hands & following your lead, I have now planned to make my further study in fashion
design which is my favourite dream & a field I am interested in. I am never tired of thinking about
designs & highlighting my own fashion. I don’t know what people think of me but I am really
interested in this field & want to bring a positive change in world with new fashion & new concepts. I
hope to get you all beside me to provide me an inspiration when I lose my hope, suggestions when I
make mistakes, & show me the right path when I try to make my own way to wrong path.
Thankyou so much FONAI for your kindness & your participation in developing my bright future &
leading me to good fortune. If there were no you, I wouldn't be able to reach to this stage. & now, I
am experiencing different life that is the dream of many Nepalese in Nepal. I collects this inspiration
from you which I will show in real to other people. I will also always help those children in need who
can change their lives with my small help. The main thing is that, keep smiling wherever you are,
whatever you are & which situation you are with. This will take you to positive thinking & positive
thinking takes you to successful life.......

THANK YOU FONAI FAMILY

YOUR LOVELY Daughter Anjana.

